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CHAPTER ONE
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Explore the history of food, food terminology, place settings, 
kinds of forks and spoons, international cupboards, traditional 
ovens, stoves, refrigeration, fermentation, and more.  

CHAPTER ONE PARENT NOTES

Use this space to write down any field trip ideas or activities 
you’d like to add to your studies.
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Read pages 16-35 of Food Anatomy and answer the questions 
with what you learned.

DEFINE THE FOLLOWING WORDS:   

acerbic: 

ambrosial:

brackish:

delectable:

dulcet:

fetid:

flavor:

gamy:

heat:

mature:

palatable:

piquant:

rich:

saccharine:

sharp:

toothsome:

umami:

unctuous:

woodsy:

INTERNATIONAL DINING 
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What is fermentation? 

What was used before baker’s yeast became available?

Why are some fermented foods good for us?

Illustrate some of the foods that we have due to fermentation.
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Read pages 38-67 of Food Anatomy and answer the questions 
with what you learned.

What are the four main groups of plants? 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Illustrate one or more examples of each group. Be sure to label 
them.

FRUITS, VEGETABLES, NUTS, AND MORE 
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What are the steps to cutting an avocado? 

1.

2.

3.

Illustrate and label the steps to cutting an avocado.

Illustrate the members of the Brassicaceae family and note 
what part of each is used for food. 
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Illustrate some of the types of berries shown on page 51. Be 
sure to label each one. 

Illustrate an example of a drupe and a pome and write what 
you learned about each one.  

What botanical genus are bananas part of?

On the following page, illustrate a banana plant as shown on 
page 52. Label the parts of the plant and explain their uses as 
shown. 

Drupe  

Pome
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How is Aspergillus used? 

How is Penicillium used?

Illustrate and label these two types of mold. 

What are subterranean truffles?

How much can they be sold for?

What are two of the most valuable types of truffles?

Illustrate and label these two types of truffles.

What is the name of a tool used by Italian truffle hunters?

Illustrate this tool. 
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Explain how popcorn works.

Illustrate some of the types of rice shown on page 74. Be sure 
to label each one.

How long does it usually take to grow rice?

Summarize the method of growing rice you learned about on 
page 75.

Illustrate and label the parts of a grain of rice. 
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Read pages 134-147 of Food Anatomy and answer the questions 
with what you learned.

Complete the following table with the amount of butterfat in 
each item. 

DEFINE THE FOLLOWING DAIRY TERMS: 

buttermilk:

cream:

cultures:

curds:

homogenization: 

pasteurization:

raw milk:

BUTTER AND CHEESE 

European butter:

American butter:

cream:

heavy cream:

medium cream:

light cream:

half & half:

whole milk:

reduced fat milk:

buttermilk:

low-fat milk:

skim milk:




